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ABSTRACT
This study focuses on the identification of aerodynamic coefficients through airdrop data based
on a known six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) model. Since the precise modelling of the parafoil
system is a prerequisite for design of guidance, navigation and control systems, the accurate
calculation of aerodynamic coefficients is vital. This paper first presents a rigid 6-DOF nonlinear
model and simplifies it by linearizing the equations around the equilibrium point, which facili-
tates the acquisition of aerodynamic parameters next. Then, the recursive weighted least square
method is applied to identify roll and yaw coefficients from airdrop test data. At last, simula-
tions in the wind environment are implemented to analyse the dynamics of gliding and turning.
The airdrop experiment also verifies the effectiveness of the dynamic model and the accuracy of
identification.
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Nomenclature

R parafoil rope length
b, c canopy span and chord length
d control line length that the trailing

edge can be pulled down
x, y, z components of position vector in

the inertial coordinate system
φ, θ ,ψ Euler roll, pitch and yaw angles
Bd−s transformation matrix from the

inertial to body coordinate system
u, v,w components of velocity vector in the

body coordinate system
p, q, r components of angular velocity in

the body coordinate system
Vc,W vector of velocity and angular veloc-

ity in the body coordinate system
FW , FA gravity and aerodynamic force in

the body coordinate system
MA aerodynamic moment in the body

coordinate system
IT moment of inertial matrix of the

parafoil system
SW skew symmetric cross product oper-

ator of angular velocity, i.e.W×
m mass of the parafoil and payload
ρ density of air
g acceleration of gravity
S forced area of the parafoil system
α angle of attack
δa asymmetric control deflection

CL0,CLα ,CLδa aerodynamic lift coefficients of the
parafoil system

CD0,CDα2 ,CDδa aerodynamic drag coefficients of the
parafoil system

Clφ ,Clp,Clδa aerodynamic roll coefficients of the
parafoil system

Cm0,Cmα ,Cmq aerodynamic pitch coefficients of
the parafoil system

Cnr,Cnδa aerodynamic yaw coefficients of the
parafoil system

δbias constant deviation

1. Introduction

The parafoil system is a flexible aircraft constructed of
the parafoil canopy, connecting ropes and the payload.
The motion of turning or flare landing of the parafoil
system can be achieved by pulling down the steering
ropes, which connects on both sides of the trailing
edges. Due to its stability and manoeuverability, the
parafoil system iswidely used in aerospace,military and
civil fields [1–3]. Therefore, to study the characteristics
of the parafoil system, the first mission is to establish
a precise mathematical model in accordance with the
physical structure.

During the last several decades, a series of dynam-
ics modelling studies were conducted, spanning from
simplified three-degree-of-freedom (3-DOF) to 9-DOF
models [4–7]. In order to achieve the multi-objective
global optimal homing trajectory, Zhang et al. [8]
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adopted the 3-DOF model involving the horizontal
position and yaw angle. Prakash et al. [9] used a 4-DOF
dynamic model to analyse the longitudinal motion’s
stability after considering the canopy and payload’s
velocities and pitch angle. These low DOF models may
be useful to analyse the fundamental characteristics
such as the position but not sufficiently accurate when
there is an abrupt change in the roll of the system.
Therefore, the 6-DOF model, regarding the connec-
tion of the canopy and payload as rigid and considering
both the three-axis position and three Euler orientation
angles, is utilized in many references [10–13]. Li et al.
[14] developed a linear dynamic model and modified it
to a simplified model through data correlation analysis.
Furthermore, an active model is established after con-
sisted of the simplified model and the real-time model
error. Sun et al. [15] combined the 6-DOF model and
the Gaussian pseudo-spectrum method to achieve tra-
jectory optimization in complex environments. Li et al.
[16] designed lateral, longitudinal and speed controllers
based on the 6-DOF model and used ecosystem par-
ticle swarm optimization to realize the proportional-
integral-derivative parameter tuning to accomplish tra-
jectory tracking control. Adding two degrees, referring
to the relative yaw and pitch between the canopy and
payload on the basis of the 6-DOF model, Watanabe
and Ochi [17] and Tan et al. [18] developed the 8-
DOFmodel of the parafoil system with two suspending
points. Lv et al. [19] improved a multibody dynamic
model for a parafoil-UAV system that the suspension
lines are modelled as a combination of several linear
viscoelastic elements. Tao et al. [20,21] used the 8-DOF
model to study the dynamic characteristics of parafoil
systems in wind and rain environments. A higher DOF
model compared to the 8-DOF, adding the relative roll
between the canopy and the payload, is used to fur-
ther realize accurate modelling, such as the 9-DOF
[22–24]. And the main 6/8/9-DOF are defined in detail
as follows:

• 6-DOF: The parafoil and the payload are regarded as
a rigid body, whichmeans imposing that the parafoil
and the payload have the same attitude. The parafoil
system includes three DOF for translational motion
and three DOF for rotational motion, i.e. the three-
axis position and three Euler orientation angles.

• 8-DOF: The parafoil and the payload are considered
the relative motion. The model consists of six DOF
of the parafoil and two DOF of the payload, which
the former refers to the position and angles, and the
latter refers to the relative pitch and yaw.

• 9-DOF: On the basis of the 8-DOF, the relative roll
motion is considered between the parafoil and the
payload.

However, due to the strong nonlinear fluid–structure
interaction (FSI) between the flexible canopy material

and flow field, the dynamic models regarding the
canopy structure as a rigid body may be lack of pre-
cision, so much literature has studied the dynamic
modelling based on FSI simulations [25,26]. Benney
et al. [27] combined the deforming spatial domain sta-
bilized space–time finite element algorithm with the
Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model to propose a three-
dimensional FSI simulation model for a large parafoil.
In order to solve the problem of deformation due to
aerodynamics during planetary exploration flight of
partially sealed parafoils, Ishida et al. [28] adopted the
FSI method and used the precise code interaction cou-
pling environment(preCICE) to analyse the instability
mechanism caused by canopy deformation. And Zhu
et al. [29] explored the effects of canopy inflation and
trailing-edge deflections on aerodynamic performance
based on FSI simulation. In addition, another crucial
issue affecting the model precision is the determina-
tion of aerodynamic parameters. Owing to the high
cost of airdrop experiments and the difficulty of wind
tunnel testing, a method to calculate the aerodynamic
coefficients based on the computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) was adopted [30,31]. Cao and Zhu [32] stud-
ied the effects of characteristic geometric parameters
on parafoil lift and drag through simulations by CFD.
Considering the effects of a leading-edge incision and
trailing-edge deflection, Wu et al. [33] obtained the lift
and drag coefficients by use of CFD and then applied
the generalized predictive control based on a character-
istic model to an 8-DOF mathematical model. Besides,
Tao et al. [34] and Lv et al. [35] constructed the func-
tion relationship between the aerodynamic coefficients
and the basic parameter, such as the angle of attack,
deflection, etc. In view of the above work which has
greater complexity and difficulty, the paper adopts the
airdrop data to obtain aerodynamic coefficients, rather
than the acquisition typically carried out through the
simulation of CFD which cannot consider the effect of
sudden uncertainty in real environment.

Once a suitable dynamic model is derived, it is par-
ticularly important to identify the aerodynamic param-
eters due to the difference in physical characteris-
tics and the parafoil system’s actual flight environ-
ment and then the system identification method plays
an important role. Identification of nonlinear systems
has become an active topic in recent years, such as
Newton–Raphson [36,37] and Levenberg Marquardt
[38,39]. But these methods are very sensitive to initial
values, parameters, etc., andmay generate the problems
of local optima. To avoid these problems, the recursive
weighted least square (RWLS) method is adopted here.
The LS method was proposed firstly by Gauss and vig-
orously promoted, which has been a common method
used in the field of parameter identification in linear
system. However, the LS method involves a large num-
ber of calculations and ignores the covariance matrix of
the estimation error, which results in low identification
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accuracy. Then the RWLS is proposed gradually, which
simplifies the difficulty of calculation and can get bet-
ter effect of identification due to its strong nonlinearity
of state equations. Besides, owing to the idea of recur-
sion andweighting, the RWLS canmake themost of the
measured data so as to get fine prediction performance.
Comparedwith themaximum likelihood (ML)method
[40] and innovative learning machine-based method
[41], whichwere adopted into the relatively higherDOF
model that the coupling between motion parameters is
strong, the RWLS method eases the work while get-
ting great identification effect. Hence, the paper will
introduce a 6-DOFmodel that can describe the parafoil
system’s basic motion and simplify it [42,43], then the
RWLS method is directly used in the model to acquire
aerodynamic coefficients.

In this paper, a rigid 6-DOF model is presented
first. Then considering themotion characteristics when
the parafoil system reaches a steady state, the detailed
derivation of simplified model is elaborated. After that,
the airdrop test data is adopted and processed to iden-
tify the aerodynamic coefficients using RWLS. Further-
more, numerical simulations are carried out to illustrate
the characteristics of the parafoil system and compared
with airdrop test. The contributions of this study are
listed as follows:

(1) A 6-DOF model of the parafoil system, which can
provide a reference for the modelling, is estab-
lished. The model can be used to analyse the
motion characteristics and accumulate experience
for parafoil airdrop engineering applications.

(2) A method to simplify the 6-DOF is described in
detail, which can overcome the nonlinearity and
make further study easier.

(3) The RWLS method is elaborated comprehensively
and adopted into the identification of aerodynamic
coefficients based on airdrop data, which can pro-
vide an idea for the precise dynamic modelling.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, the conventional 6-DOFdynamicmodel is
established, and a simplifying assumption is proposed,
which builds a linear function between the variables. In
Section 3, given the features of the simplified model,
the RWLS method is utilized based on airdrop data.
In Section 4, the simulation results are analysed and
compared with the experiment data. In Section 5, the
conclusions obtained are presented.

2. Dynamic model of the parafoil system

2.1. Geometric parameters

During the flight, the air chambers of the canopy are
filled with gases, and the parafoil system will be in a
completely unfolded and stable state that can complete

actions next, such as turning. The front and side views
are simplified, as shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Coordinate systems

In order to facilitate the analysis, two main coordinate
systems are established, which are the inertial coordi-
nate system Odxdydzd and the body coordinate system
Osxsyszs, as shown in Figure 2. The origin Od of iner-
tial coordinate system is chosen on the surface of the
earth and the positive direction of the zd-axis is taken
downward. The plane of Odxdyd is horizontal, where
the xd-axis is chosen in the direction of north. The ori-
gin Os of the body coordinate system is chosen at the
centre of gravity (CG) of the parafoil system. The pos-
itive direction of the zs-axis is pointed to the CG of
the payload. The xs-axis is in the symmetry plane of
the parafoil and is perpendicular to zs-axis. The ys-axis
is chosen so that the system Osxsyszs is a right-hand
coordinate system.

The conversion from the Odxdydzd to the Osxsyszs
can be achieved by Euler orientation angles and the
transformation matrix with the sequence of “ZYX” i.e.
rotating around the z-axis first, then y-axis and x-axis
last, is expressed as

Bd−s =
⎡
⎣ cθ cψ cθ sψ −sθ
sφsθ cψ − cφsψ sφsθ sψ + cφcψ sφcθ
cφsθ cψ + sφsψ cφsθ sψ − sφcψ cφcθ

⎤
⎦
(1)

where for arbitrary angle α, sα = sin(α), cα = cos(α)
and tα = tan(α).

Then the relationship of velocity vector between the
above systems can be expressed as⎧⎨

⎩
ẋ
ẏ
ż

⎫⎬
⎭ = BT

d−s

⎧⎨
⎩
u
v
w

⎫⎬
⎭ (2)

whereVc = [
uvw

]T . The relationship of angular veloc-
ity vector can be expressed as⎧⎨

⎩
φ̇

θ̇

ψ̇

⎫⎬
⎭ =

⎡
⎣1 sφtθ cφtθ
0 cφ −sφ
0sφ/cθ cφ/cθ

⎤
⎦

⎧⎨
⎩
p
q
r

⎫⎬
⎭ (3)

whereW = [
p q r

]T .
2.3. Dynamicmodel

The parafoil system has translational and rotational
motions when the aerodynamic force and moment
act on it. For simplicity, the canopy and payload are
regarded as a whole with the same velocity and Euler
orientation angles. Before modelling, the following
modelling assumptions [44] are used:

(1) Apparent mass [45,46] and inertial effects are neg-
ligible in near steady-state conditions;
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Figure 1. The schematics of the parafoil canopy. (a) The front view. (b) The side view.

Figure 2. Coordinate systems.

(2) Moments of aerodynamic forces on the centre of
mass (CM) are much smaller than those of the
aerodynamic rolling, pitching and yawing;

(3) Payload drag is proportional to the surface area
and therefore much smaller than the parafoil drag;

(4) The contribution of the parafoil to the velocity due
to different locations of the centre of parafoil pres-
sure and CM is negligible (i.e. the velocity of the
parafoil is considered the same as that of the CM).

Then the dynamic model in the body coordinate
system is derived as follows:

m(V̇c + W × Vc) = FW + FA (4)

ITẆ + W × ITW = MA (5)

where the FW , FA,MA, SW , IT are expressed as

FW = Bd−s

⎧⎨
⎩

0
0
mg

⎫⎬
⎭ (6)

FA = 1
2
ρS||Vc||(CL0 + CLαα + CLδaδa)

⎧⎨
⎩

w
0

−u

⎫⎬
⎭

− 1
2
ρS||Vc||(CD0 + CDα2α

2 + CDδaδa)

⎧⎨
⎩
u
v
w

⎫⎬
⎭
(7)
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MA = 1
2
ρS||Vc||2

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Clφbφ + Clpb2p
2||Vc|| + Clδaδab

d

Cm0c + Cmαcα + Cmqc2q
2||Vc||

Cnrb2r
2||Vc|| + Cnδaδab

d

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(8)

SW =
⎡
⎣ 0 −r q

r 0 −p
−q p 0

⎤
⎦ (9)

IT =
⎡
⎣IXX 0 IXZ

0 IYY 0
IXZ 0 IZZ

⎤
⎦ ,

I−1
T =

⎡
⎣IXXI 0 IXZI

0 IYYI 0
IXZI 0 IZZI

⎤
⎦ (10)

And to facilitate the next analysis, Equations (4) and
(5) can be rewritten as⎧⎨

⎩
u̇
v̇
ẇ

⎫⎬
⎭ = 1

m
(FW + FA)− SW

⎧⎨
⎩
p
q
r

⎫⎬
⎭ (11)

⎧⎨
⎩
ṗ
q̇
ṙ

⎫⎬
⎭ = I−1

T

⎛
⎝MA − SWIT

⎧⎨
⎩
p
q
r

⎫⎬
⎭

⎞
⎠ (12)

2.4. Simplifiedmodel

Based on the established dynamic model, determining
the values of the aerodynamic coefficients in Equa-
tions (7) and (8) is the next step so as to analyse
the motion characteristics. However, the model shows
problems of high nonlinearity and strong coupling, ren-
dering more difficult estimating the parameters values.
This work makes use of a model linearization step.

When landing from a high altitude to the ground
freely or under the condition of unilateral deflection,
the parafoil system will reach a relatively steady state,
especially the pitch angle. At the period, observation of
the parafoil system shows that the velocity Vc changes
slightly, almost a constant [47], which implies that all
forces are balanced, thus eliminating Equation (11).
Then the linear equations are derived by calculating
Equation (12) around the equilibriumpoint while elim-
inating the coupling terms. Last, a constant deviation
δbias is introduced to reduce the influence of the lin-
earization process.

In this study, the parafoil system will take-off on
the ground and be controlled to an initial position by
humans. When the parafoil system is switched to the
airdrop phase, there exists a buffer period, duringwhich
the data are not sufficiently efficient if used in the work.
Besides, owing to the condition that the velocity of the
parafoil system is constant, it is necessary to ensure that

the drop is steady without sudden or frequent turning
as much as possible. Considering both conditions, the
state of the parafoil system is selected as the equilib-
rium point. Assume the values at the equilibrium point
as follows:

U0 = δa0 (13)

X0 = [
φ0 p0 r0

]T (14)

The simplified model is expressed as

{
ṗsim
ṙsim

}
=

[
A11A12A13
A21A22A23

]⎧⎨
⎩
φsim
psim
rsim

⎫⎬
⎭

+
[
B1
B2

]
{δasim} +

[
C1
C2

]
{δbias} (15)

where

U = δasim = δa − δa0 (16)

X = [
φsim psim rsim

]T
= [

φ − φ0 p − p0 r − r0
]T (17)

A11 = 1
2
ρSb||Vc||2IXXIClφ ,

A12 = 1
4
ρSb2||Vc||IXXIClp,

A13 = 1
4
ρSb2||Vc||IXZICnr (18)

A21 = 1
2
ρSb||Vc||2IXZIClφ ,

A22 = 1
4
ρSb2||Vc||IXZIClp,

A23 = 1
4
ρSb2||Vc||IZZICnr (19)

B1 = ρSb||Vc||2(Clδa IXXI + Cnδa IXZI)
2d

,

B2 = ρSb||Vc||2(Clδa IXZI + CnδaIZZI)
2d

(20)

C1 = ρSb||Vc||2IXZI
d

,C2 = ρSb||Vc||2IZZI
d

(21)

3. Identification of aerodynamic coefficients

3.1. Analysis of simplifiedmodel

It can be seen from Equations (15)–(21) that the
relationship between the input and output vari-
ables are linear. Substituting Equations (16)–(21) into
Equation (15) extracts the common coefficients and
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Figure 3. (a) The embedded control. (b) The payload. (c) The parafoil system.

Equation (22).[
ṗsim
ṙsim

]
= ρSb||Vc||2

2

×

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
IXXIφsim IXXI

bpsim
2||Vc|| IXXI

δasim

d

IXZIφsim IXZI
bpsim
2||Vc|| IXZI

δasim

d

IXZI
brsim
2||Vc|| IXZI

δasim

d
IXZI
d

IZZI
brsim
2||Vc|| IZZI

δasim

d
IZZI
d

⎤
⎥⎦

×

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Clφ

Clp

Clδa
Cnr

Cnδa

δbias

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(22)

where ṗsim and ṙsim are output variables and φsim, psim,
rsim and δasim are input variables, which can be obtained
from airdrop experiments; Clφ , Clp, Clδa , Cnr, Cnδa and
δbias are coefficients to be identified.

3.2. Analysis and processing of airdrop test data

In order to make the values identified more practical to
the actual environment, the paper adopts the airdrop
test data. Our group has developed a parafoil system in
which the payload is a small powered vehicle as shown
in Figure 3, and the details of embedded control can
refer to in the description of Ref. [48] in Section 4.
An experiment was carried out in Weifang City, Shan-
dong Province, China in November 2020, in which the
parafoil system was lifted up by thrust and released.

Before using the airdrop data for identification, three
steps should be done. First, because the airdrop data
have a great impact on the identification effect, the
paper simulates the flight trajectory in near 10 experi-
ments and determines one in accordance with the con-
ditions described in Section 2.4. Then, since the parafoil
system used in the experiment is powered, the work
intercepts the phase without the control of power after

Figure 4. Comparison with or not Kalman filtering.

visualizing the input change curve. Finally, owing to the
measurement noise of sensors, Kalman filtering is per-
formed on airdrop data in order to be further analysed.
For example, the comparison of roll angle is shown in
Figure 4.

Determining one feasible test and processing the
data in MATLAB, the flight trajectory is shown in
Figure 5. It can be seen that the parafoil system
descended from a height of nearly 124m, turning first
and then gliding. The dynamic change curves of the
input and output variables in Section 3.1 are shown in
Figure 6. We can know that the flap deflection changes
during the flight, and the value is between [−1,0].
The roll angle fluctuates between [2,18] degrees. Angu-
lar velocities and accelerations are acquired by solving
Equation (3) in MATALB on the basis of airdrop data,
and their values are shown in Figure 6(c,d).

3.3. Identification of aerodynamic coefficients

In order to identify the aerodynamic parameters in
Equation (22), the objective function is established as
follows:

zi = hix + ni (23)
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Figure 5. Flight path. (a) Trajectory in the altitude. (b) Trajectory in the horizontal plane.

Figure 6. Input and output data. (a) Asymmetric control deflection. (b) Roll angle. (c) Angular velocities. (d) Angular accelerations.

where zi is the model output and can be expressed as

zi =
[
ṗsim
ṙsim

]
(24)

x is the parameter to be identified and is expressed as

x = [
Clφ Clp Clδa Cnr Cnδa δbias

]T (25)

ni is the zero averagemeasurement noise. Themeasure-
ment noise is introduced to account for the effect of
unknown disturbances in the measured signals.

hi is the state matrix, which maps the input variables to
output variables, and the expression is:

hi = ρSb||Vc||2
2

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
IXXIφsim IXXI

bpsim
2||Vc|| IXXI

δasim

d

IXZIφsim IXZI
bpsim
2||Vc|| IXZI

δasim

d

IXZI
brsim
2||Vc|| IXZI

δasim

d
IXZI
d

IZZI
brsim
2||Vc|| IZZI

δasim

d
IZZI
d

⎤
⎥⎦ (26)

Due to its superiority described in Section 1, the RWLS
method is adopted here. The basic thought of the RWLS
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Table 1. The estimated model coefficients.

Parameters Values

Clφ −0.04
Clp −0.08
Clδa −0.00001
Cnr −0.012
Cnδa −0.00008
δbias −0.0003

Table 2. Geometric parameters of the parafoil system.

Parameters Values Parameters Values

Mass of canopy [kg] 0.5 R [m] 1.9
Mass of payload [kg] 4 d [m] 0.1
b [m] 3 Rigging angle [degrees] 7
c [m] 1 Central angle [degrees] 90

is that the current estimated value is modified from the
last estimated value and weighted, where the weight-
ing factor is Q. So, the estimated value based on the
previous i sets measurement data is:

xi = (Hi
TQHi)

−1Hi
TQZi (27)

When a new set of input and output data is added to
the former measurement data, the model equation is:

Zi+1 = Hi+1xi+1 + N i+1 (28)

whereZi+1 =
[
Zi
zi+1

]
,Hi+1 =

[
Hi
hi+1

]
,N i+1 =

[
N i
ni+1

]
.

Then according to the optimal thought, the esti-
mated value of the sequence i+ 1 can be expressed as

xi+1 = (Hi+1
TQHi+1)

−1Hi+1
TQZi+1 (29)

Let Pi = [Hi
TQHi]−1. Then through a series of deriva-

tions, the recurrence formulas can be expressed as

Pi = Pi−1 − Pi−1hiT(Q−1 + hiPi−1hiT)−1hiPi−1
(30)

xi = xi−1 + PihiTQ(zi − hixi−1) (31)

P is initialized as a 6×6 diagonalmatrix, with each diag-
onal entry set to 0.05. The 2×2 matrix Q consists of
the diagonal entries Q1,1 and Q2,2 which take values
0.00475 and 0.0005, respectively [11]. And the x is ini-
tialized as −0.1, −0.16, 0.002, −0.14, −0.02, 0. Import
the input and output data into MATLAB and then get
the values of those six aerodynamic coefficients, shown
in Table 1.

4. Validation

The model validation is conducted to analyse the
motion characteristics. The geometric parameters of
the parafoil system are listed in Table 2.

And the aerodynamic coefficient values in Table 1
are substituted into the dynamic model derived in
Section 2.3. As for the determination of the remaining

Table 3. Aerodynamic parameters of the parafoil system.

Parameters Values Parameters Values Parameters Values

CL0 0.5 CD0 0.2 Cm0 0.1397
CLα 1.7190 CDα2 0.7 Cmα −1.4308
CLδa 0.0001 CDδa 0.0001 Cmq −0.2251

Figure 7. The flowchart of the algorithm.

unknown coefficients, after initializing the unknown
aerodynamic coefficients from relevant literature, the
work simulates the flight trajectory of the parafoil sys-
tem and compares it with airdrop data. The differ-
ent values of CL0,CLα ,CLδa affect the lift coefficients,
which result in the change of lift in the same environ-
ment. Therefore, if the lift coefficients increase, the drop
height and turning radius will be larger. And the drag
coefficients are the opposite. As for the coefficients of
Cm0,Cmα ,Cmq, owing to little impact on performance,
the values can no longer change when determined at
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Figure 8. Simulation results of gliding. (a) Trajectory in the horizontal plane. (b) Velocities. (c) Roll and pitch angles. (d) Yaw angle.

first. Based on the above properties, the work analy-
ses the difference and adjust the values correspondingly.
The specific values are shown in Table 3.

4.1. Simulation ofmotion performances

Simulation is an efficient and essential way to study the
characteristics of the plant before practical experien-
ment. Ward and Costello [49] presented the develop-
ment of a control law to implement glide slope control
on an autonomous airdrop system, and demonstrated
an improvement in landing accuracy by simulation and
flight test. Tao et al. [50] designed the guidance law
based on the hybrid approach that combines the cross-
track error and the line of sight, which was simulated
in a semi-physical simulation platform. Chen et al.
[51] developed the guidance bymodernmulti-objective
evolutionary algorithms without assuming any prede-
fined trajectories, and adopted the software developed
with Kotlin, Java and JavaFX to implement solution. In
addition, Zhang et al. [10] carried out the simulation
of motion during the flight, and Farì and Grande [52]
implemented the dynamicmodels andG&Calgorithms
in the MATLAB/Simulink and Dymola environments.
In this paper, a MATLAB code has been utilized to
simulate the 6-DOF model, and the flowchart of the
algorithm is presented in Figure 7.

The initial values of the model are set as follows:
initial position (x0, y0, z0) = (0, 0, 1000) m; the ini-
tial Euler angle (φ, θ , ψ) = (0, 0, 0); the initial veloc-
ity (u, v, w) = (6, 0, 3) m/s; the initial angle velocity
(p, q, r) = (0, 0, 0).

4.1.1. Gliding
The parafoil system glides with no manipulation. Then
the corresponding trajectory, speed and angle charac-
teristics are shown in Figure 8.

It can be seen that the trajectory in the horizon-
tal trajectory is a straight line, and thus the velocity
in the y-direction is 0. The velocity in the x-direction
is 6.2m/s and in the z-direction is 1.92m/s, with the
gliding ratio, defined as the ratio between forward and
descending distances, is 3.25. The pitch angle stabilizes
at 18.6 degrees, and there is no roll and yaw motion.

4.1.2. Turning under unilateral deflection
The parafoil system will turn if pulling down one of the
steering ropes. The working conditions are set as fol-
lows: After 50 s gliding, the left flap is set to 20%, and
the corresponding motion characteristics are shown in
Figure 9.

It can be seen that the parafoil system is in the state
of steady flight in the first 50 s, then it begins to turn
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Figure 9. Simulation results of turning. (a) Trajectory in the horizontal plane. (b) Velocities. (c) Roll and pitch angles. (d) Yaw angle.

left, and the trajectory in the horizontal plane is a cir-
cle with a radius of 102m. And if pulling down the right
flap by 20%, the parafoil systemwill turn right, shown in
Figure 6(a), with the same radius. The vertical velocity
stabilizes at 1.99m/s, almost unchanged. But the veloci-
ties in the x and y directions change abruptly, showing a
sinusoidal wave.When the velocityVx reaches themax-
imum, the Vy is zero, and vice versa. The roll and pitch
angles happen to change, from 0 to 0.57 degrees and
−18.6 degrees to−19.17 degrees, respectively. The yaw
angle increases almost as a linear function of the time
when the turning motion begins.

4.2. Wind responses

Considering the actual environment, due to the unique
nature of the parafoil material whose mean density is
close to the air, the wind will affect the flight trajec-
tory to some extent. In this section, the wind speed is
given relative to the inertial coordinate system and let it
be Vw = [

0 3 0
]Tm/s, which is along the direction

of yd. Then the trajectories of gliding and turning are
shown in Figure 10.

When gliding in the wind, the Vw is added to the
model at the time of 50 s, then the vehicle moves no
longer just along the x-axis but towards the y-direction,
which is consistent with the direction of wind speed,
as shown in Figure 10(a). When turning in the wind,
the condition is as follows: After 50 s, the left steering
rope is pulled down by 20%, and after 80 s, when the
vehicle reaches a steady-state, the wind Vw is added to
the simulation environment. The trajectory in the hor-
izontal plane is an upward spiral curve, just shown in
Figure 10(b). Both the motions last 200 s.

4.3. Airdrop experiment

In order to verify the validity of the dynamic model
and the accuracy of the aerodynamic coefficients iden-
tified, it is meaningful to compare the airdrop data with
the model simulation data. As analysed in Section 4.2,
the parafoil system is sensitive to the wind. Thus, the
paper assumes that the wind is constant and added
into the simulation environment. The result is shown
in Figure 11.
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Figure 10. Trajectory in the horizontal plane in wind. (a) Gliding in wind. (b) Turning in wind.

Figure 11. Trajectories in the horizontal plane.

It can be seen that the trajectory of simulation almost
overlaps with the flight track of the actual parafoil sys-
tem, while they still exhibit small numerical errors. It
may be caused by the following reasons:

(1) The dynamicmodel established is 6-DOF and very
simple without considering potential factors that
affect the parafoil system’s motion, such as the
apparent mass and the payload drag, etc.

(2) The airdrop data collected by sensors exhibits
some measurement noise. After processing, the
noise is amplified and may lead to the inaccuracy
of parameters identification.

(3) The wind speed is assumed to be constant in the
simulation environment. However, the wind in air-
drop experiment is time-varying, whichmay cause
errors in comparison to simulation and airdrop
data.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a dynamic 6-DOF rigid model is
constructed, and the RWLS is used to identify the

aerodynamic coefficientswith flight data after simplifying
the established model. Then the following conclusions
are mainly obtained:

(1) The 6-DOF model is simplified through lineariza-
tion to solve the problems of strong nonlinear-
ity and high coupling, which lays the foundation
for the subsequent identification of aerodynamic
coefficients.

(2) Using experimental airdrop data, the aerodynamic
coefficients are identified by RWLS, which the
result can quickly converge to be stable and the
numerical values are within the empirical range so
as to get preliminary verification of accuracy.

(3) By simulating, the paper analyses the motion char-
acteristics of the parafoil system when gliding and
turning with andwithout wind, which conforms to
the theory. Finally, the airdrop experiment is con-
ducted to verify the effectiveness of the dynamic
model and the accuracy of the values of roll and
yaw coefficients.

However, the model needs further improvement.
The apparent mass, the difference in characteristics
between the canopy and payload, and the real-time
wind field should be considered in themodel in the next
step so as to build a foundation for future research.
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